SOM Alumni Directory

Summary
You can login to the SOM Alumni portal and Update your profile, then search the directory of over 8,000 Yale SOM Alumni for old friends and new contacts. The systems which feed the Alumni system are managed by SOM IT.

Features

- Alumni Profile
- Search by region
- Includes Alumni demographic information

Who can use it?

SOM Alumni

How much does it cost?

This service is available at no charge to the Yale School of Management community.

How do I get it?

Visit the Alumni Portal at https://alumni.som.yale.edu/

Contact Information Update Requests should be directed to Kaela Heaslip in Development and Alumni Relations, kaela.heaslip@yale.edu or 203-432-1279.

Related Policy and Procedures

- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.

Related Knowledge Articles